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The Republican threat to gays

Santorum. President Bush de—

fended Santorum and referred to
him as "inclusive." If George W

Bush agrees with Santorum‘s

— views of gays and lesbians, then the
Log Cabin Republicans have a lot
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right by nominating anti—gay
judges to the highest courts. Bush‘s
nominee for the 11th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, Alabama Attor—
ney General Bill Pryer,has submit—
ted a brief to the Supreme Court
supporting the Texas Sodomy law °
using arguments very similar to
Rick Santorum‘s comments.
Gays and lesbians accounted for
about five percent of the voters in
the last presidential election, and
an estimated one million voted for
George W. Bush. Many GOP mod—
erates are trying to make the Re—
publican Party more open to gays
and lesbians, and a growing num—
ber of gay Republicans would like
to have a party and candidates they
can support. George Bush and the
Republican Party must decide if
they wantto be the party of Lin—
coln and limited government, or the
party ofJerry Falwell and the theo—
cratic Christian right. Gay Repub—
licans should consider the harm
they are doing to our community
by promoting a political party and
candidates who work against our
interests.
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very familiar, like "don‘t ask, don‘t equality for gays and lesbians and
tell." Conservatives want to appear keep the support of his base—con—
to accept gay people as human be— servative Christians.
ings, they just don‘t want them to
The greatest threat to gays and
Jim Maynard is co—chair of the
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or be treated equal to straight nominations of George W. Bush. Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition
people. Why gay Republicans con— The courts are the most important for Justice — e—mail jmaynard2
tinue to support these anti—gay, arena for winning gay and lesbian @earthlink.net
"pro—family" conservative Repub— civil—rights protections, and Bush
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MGs
by Allen Cook
I am a first—generation TV baby,
like most of you, I do not remem—
ber a time when TV wasn‘t around.
The difference, of course, is that I
remember what is now referred to
as "The Golden Age of Television"
— trust me, there was just as much
crap on TV in those days, just a dif—
ferent kind of crap.
Anyway, it‘s been interestingto
_. me over my lifetime to observe the
changes in TV. When I was grow—
ing up, there were no gay role mod—
els on TV. In fact, the subject never
came up. TV today, however, is an
entirely different story.
A few months ago, Bob Dumais
tipped me off to a show on Bravo
called Gay Marraiges. Then I
stumbled on another Bravo pro—
gram about a group of gay men and
women who shared a condo on Fire
Island. It was kind of a Real World
—goes—to—Provincetown reality
show.
«
Well, Bravo is doing it again —
they are readying a gay dating show
called Boy Meets Boy. The twist?
Some of the potential suitors are
actually straight and have been
asked to "act gay" by the produc— ©
ers.
Bravo said Boy Meets Boy will
feature a leading man who spends
eight days on location with 15 po—
tential partners and turns to a
trusted female friend to whittle
down the prospects.
NBC owns Bravo and one won—
ders if this program will bring new
meaning to "Must See TV."
v

ag

7

Speaking of TV, Channel 10 is

just in time for the tornados. Using
the good sense most lesbians have
(and sadly, many gay men lack),
they took shelter rather than stay—
ing with the RV. Good thing since
the RV was trashed by the storm
and repairs kept them in Jackson
longer than originally planned.
You got to give these folks
credit, though. Instead of wallow—
ing in thetr—own—tragedy, they
pitched in to help the relief efforts ~~
going on in Jackson.
¥

away on Apr. 11 from cancer. In
recent years Gadomski "dressed
up" for Southern Gentlemen par—
ties and occasionally at Amnesia.
More than 500 people attended his
memorial mass at St. Peter Catho—
lic Church. The eulogy was deliv—
ered by long—time friend George
Mabon. —
"The priest talked about Greg‘s
relationship and said a lot of kind
things about Greg‘s particpation in
the church," Mabon said. "It made
me proud to be gay," he said.

Well, porn star turned minister/
motivational speaker Bobby Blake
will be turning 46 this August (hell,
I didn‘t look that good when I was
36 —or even 26) and will be hav—
ing a free party over the weekend
of Aug. 8—10. Special guests for the
Friday event will be BAM and J.C.

Carter and other adult movie stars
are promised. More on that next
month.
—The weekend will also appar—
ently hold a "no holds barred"
birthday bash (whatever that
means) on Sat., Aug. 9 at the Pre—
miere Palace where one of Mem—
phis‘ own will be honored — and
they don‘t mean Bobby.
Sunday will wrap up the festivi—
ties with a "Who Wants to be a
Star" events and the finale "Black
Party."
They say everything is going to
be free! Who is giving who pre—
sents at this birthday party?

program in social work at the Uni—
versity

of Tennessee

for her

master‘s degree to learn how to
counsel other transsexuals. Joanna
says there are presently no func—
tional resources for transsexuals in
the tri—state area. One of the list—
ings in the TJN resource directory
(since deleted) was found to be
non—existent and the other (Mirror
Image) is geared primarily toward
transvestites and has a different
agenda, even though its listing in—
cludes transsexuals, she says. (Bar—
bara Jean, where are you?)
In any case, if you are interested
in being part of this group, call
Joanna Camilla Cox at (901) 272—

Joanna Camilla Cox is starting
a trans aa transexual support group
here in Memphis. Joanna is herself
a transexual anthropologist/archae—
ologist who lives and works here.
She plans to attend the graduate

3278 for more information.
¥
Question of the month: In this
day and age, why do we have to
have separate Gay Pride and Black
Gay Pride celebrations?

For all yourvehicle

needs.

We don‘t know if he‘s happy or
mad aboutit, but James had a birth—
day spanking at the Pumping Sta—
tion during the last week in May.
Apparently the spanking wasn‘t
so traumatic as the picture of it ap—
pearing on the internet just hours
after it was given. We are way too
discreet to publish that picture here.

We‘re really heartened by the
success of the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center since
its opening— more and more
groups are using the center as a
meeting place.
I was beginning to think that the
time had passed when we needed a
community center. Glad to say that
I was wrong.
A whole host of things are hap—
pening regularly at the community
Center, 692 S. Cooper, and we
hope you will attend some of them
or just drop in and hang out during
their open hours. I myself picked
up a couple of items at their yard
sale last month.
¥

presenting six programs in celebra—
tion of Gay and Lesbian Pride dur—
ing June (see story on page 9). The
Triangle Journal News, along with
P—Flag and Holy Trinity Commu—
nity Church, is pleased to be an un—
derwriter of all six programs.

We‘re glad to hear that no ma—
jor damage was done to Jackson‘s
The Other Side during the recent
tornados that ripped throughthe
Jackson area.
¥
Last month we reported that two
full—time RVers Jane and Trish vis—
ited the MGLCC and dined at its
monthly potluck. They were here
for a week and then headed to Jack—
son. Unfortunately, they arrived

We were saddened to hear ofthe
loss of three members of our com—
munity in the last few months.
* Tony Dillworth was a dedi—
cated HIV/AIDS educator who
worked for New Directions and
created an educational program tar—
geting gay African—American
young men ages 13—24. Dillworth
died May 2.
~
* Harold "Granny" Weaver was
one of the founders of The Queens
Men, the organization that helped
organize the Aid to End AIDS
Committee which has evolved into
Friends For Life. Weaver, 70, died
Apr. 4 after a long battle with can—
Cer.
* Greg Gadomski, a member of
The Southern Gentlemen, passed
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GALAH Tackles the Bible
The Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists
and Humanists (GALAH) will be having
monthly meetings on the third Sunday ‘of
each month at 2 p.m., at the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community Center, 892 S.
Cooper. The next meeting will be Sun.,.
June 22. The topic of discussion will be
"The
Bible
and.
Homosexuality:
How the Bible Promotes Homophobia

—=©

and Gay Oppression."
GALAH‘s mission is to educate the
GLBT community about atheism and secu—
lar humanism, defend the separation of
church and state, and provide social sup—
port and activities for GLBT atheists and
humanists. For more information, e—mail
memphisgalah@yahoo.com or call 327—
2677.

ETC to Present Out Tonight II
The Emerald Theatre Company will con—
tinue last year‘s sold—out success with Out
Tonight II, A Celebration of Pride. Out To—
night II is an evening of celebrated Broad—
way favorites performed by some of
Memphis‘s greatest voices.
As a means to continue its mission to cel—
ebrate cultural and community diversity,
Emerald Theatre Company will once again
produce a weekend of cabaret—styled enter—
tainment to honor GLBT Pride in Memphis
and across America.
Emerald Theatre Company, in residency
at Theatreworks, is now in its sixth year of
production.
This year‘s season has paid tribute to
many icons with such shows as The Night
Larry Kramer Kissed Me; Come Back To
The Five and Dime Jimmy Dean Jimmy
Dean; and the extremely well—received com—
edy, Madonna Obsessive Support Group.
The cabaret was introduced last year as a
season closer and ETC‘ s way of showing its

support in honor of Gay and Lesbian pride
month. The show sold out and brought in so
many supporters outside of the GLBT com—
munity that it has become an annual event.
This year‘s cabaret will showcase songs
from more than ten Broadway shows, among
them Porgy and Bess, Gypsy, South Pacific
and Chicago. The show runs for one week—
end only, June 13 and 14. Showtimes are 8
p.m..
Call 722—9302 for reservations.

Announced
The Memphis Pride Awards were pre—
sentedMay 4 at a special ceremony atMadi—
son Flame. Honorees were nominated and
voted on through ballots appearing in the
Triangle JournalNews andFamily & Friends
magazine.
¥ Best DJ: Carol Smith (Madison Flame)
¥ Best Bartender: Tim "Odie" Street
(Backstreet)
¥ Best Club: Allusions
¥ Best Bar: One More
¥ Best Restaurant: Bogie‘s Delicatessen
¥ Best Entertainer: DiAnne Price
¥ Volunteer of the Year: Betty Richerson
¥ Volunteerism: The Motley Blue
¥—GLBT—supportive Business: One More Len Piechowski, winneroftheJohn Prowett
¥ John Prowett Leadership Award:
Leadership
Awardpresented
by Memphis
Len Piechowski
Pride,
Inc.
duringits
annualMemphis
Pride
¥ Dennis Kijowski Horizon Award:
Awards, heldMay4atMadison
Flame.
—PhotobyJimMaynard
Michael Moore
Pride Awards

The Gay and Lesbian Book Club
The Gay and Lesbian Book Club meets the third Thursday ofeach month at the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center, 892 South Cooper St., at 7 p.m.
— Everyone is invited tojoin the club as it reads and discusses the best in gay and
lesbian literature:
¥ Thurs., June 19 — Normal by Amy Bloom
¥ Thurs., July 17 — Invisible Monsters by Chuck Palahniuk
Haven‘t read the book for this month? Don‘t worry! You‘re still welcome to
join them.
For more information, call Bryan Moody at 680—9218.

1382 poplar ave : 901. 2127800
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New Mardi

phis
Krewe Forming in Mem
and that Memphis United had
the new krewe, announced the for— atmosphere of love, acceptance and
grown and accomplished about all
mation of The Mystic Krewe of Pe— fun. Everyone who is working on
it could under its current structure.
forming this new krewe has an ex—
gasus Memphis on May 1. _
There was a feeling among us that
tremely
impressive
record
of
com—
"We are very excited about the
such a group could accomplish so
creation of a new Mardi Gras munity service, and we are so
much more. We felt the best way
krewe in Memphis that welcomes proud of their intensity, energy and
to do this was to start a new krewe.
enthusiasm:"
~
everyone and gives them an oppor—
We are certainly grateful to Mem—
When
asked
about
his
former
build
and
tunity to work together
phis United for teaching us so much
bridges across culturallines. The | association with the Mystic Krewe
about community service and wish
of
Memphis
United,
Rachels
re—
hallmark of our organization will
them well in the future."
plied:
"Many
of
our
members
are
be a chance to work in an atmo—
"At the moment," Rachels said,
sphere of mutualrespect. There are former members of Memphis
"the
Mystic Krewe of Pegasus
of
proud
extremely
so many good people who want to United. We are
Memphis is in the organizational
our
record
of
service
with
that
do volunteer work for their com—
and fact—finding stage of its forma—
munity, and we want to provide krewe. We just felt we were lim—
tion, including working on by—
ited
by
its
organizational
structure,
them the, opportunity to work in an

Gras

The Mystic Krewe of Pegasus
Memphis has announced its forma—
tion as a Memphis Mardi Gras
Krewe, dedicated to "Unity and
Diversity for Charity."
The Mystic Krewe of Pegasus
~ Memphis‘s goal is to unite indi—
viduals from many different back—
grounds—gay, straight, old, young,
and people from all races—any—
body and anyone who wants to
have a good time working hard for
.
worthy causes.
Shayne Rachels, former presi—
dent of the Mystic Krewe of Mem—
phis United, andspokesperson for

Established in Memphis:
Second GLBT Youth Group
painting. We plan to begin work—
Lanham and Goldman an— youth to interact with the commu—
by Jim Maynard
ing with Feed the Children and
fully
more
be
to
and
large
at
nity
swered a few questions about the
aware of their social responsibili— Habitat for Humanity as soon as
The Motley Blue, a new GLBT organization:
;._
things are more settled (in other
TJN: What is the Motley Blue ties.
youth group;hasxecently formed
words,
after Pride).
n"
TJN:
What
is
the
"missio
of
~dnd why did you form it?
and is already making a differ=
TJN: Who can join the Motley
Blue? What are some
Motley
the
A:
The
Motley
Blues;
atleast
ence in the the Memphis GLBT
7
for the moment, predominately a of the activities it has or will be Blue?
community.
A: Any youth between the
working
on?
The group was founded by discussion and community ser—
A: The mission of the Motley ages of 13 and 20 (the only ex—
vice group for GLBT—identified
Casey Lanham and Skyler
ceptions to this rule are 12 year—
youth between the ages of 13 and Blue is to get GLBT youth in—
Goldman, and has been very ac—
olds who come 2 months prior to
ty.
volved
in
the
communi
As
of
tive in the Memphis Gay and Les— 20 who want to make a difference
Motley Blue has been their 13th birthday with an af—
the
late,
in
their
community.
We
hope
to,
bian Community Center. The
helping to get the community firming parent and managers over
group received an award for in the near future, become a more
center up and running by clean— the age of 20) who is either him—
volunteerism at the 2003 Mem— politically involved group. We
and
ing up, moving furniture, and self GLBT or GLBTfriendly
formed
the
Motley
Blue
to
get
the
phis Pride Awards.
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laws. We are deciding on the fund—
raising events we will sponsor and
how best to hold a Mardi Gras cel—
ebration. In the very near future, we
will begin meetings and reaching
out to people who want to join and
be a part of a wonderful and pro—
ductive organization. Be watching _
for our announcements and join us
as we work to improve the lives of
people in the Memphis community
and beyond."
Anyone with questions can call
Rachels at 624—4677.

is sincerely interested in doing
community service and helping to
make a difference is quite wel—
come.
s
TJN: When do you meet and
how can people contact you?
A: The Motley Blue currently
meets every other Friday at the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Center. People may con—
tact us by calling the community
center at 278—4297.

Saturday” Night June
ale
KNEW)“
Film Screenings in Celebrate Gay Pride
Asongoing
a part ofArthouse
the MeDiA
Co—
about four friends
in 1962 south—
identities registered for a theatre
lNSURHNCE
op‘s
Film
Se—
ernFrance
whose
personal
unrest
project in the Hollywood shelter
ries
and
in
celebration
and
honor
is
mirrored
by
the
contemporary
whete they lived. Through this
Auto — Home — Life— Annuities
of Gay will
Pridebemonth, the organi— political unrest. They
eachto share
project they were encouraged to
Sensitive to the Needs ofthe Gay & Lesbian Community
zation
struggle
their stories. Over a period
screening
«discover
of seven months these stories
Office: 377—1075 €nrica Ramey Home: 374—9502
films
in
June
their
iden—
were shaped into monologues,
that
deal
spe—
tities
in
the
scenes and songs. Of the original
E—mail:
cifically
with
face
of
the
seventy, 10 completed the project
lesbian, gay,
social,
po— and
became performers, playing
IS YOUR LIFE IN A
bisexual
and
litical,
and
the roles from each other‘s lives:
transgender
war—time
»In 1993, their play, Friendly Fire,
FEEDBACK LOOP
issues.~ Co—op
The
hardships
was the centerpiece of the presti—
MeDiA
and
subse—
gious Los Angeles Festival be—
offers
two
quent
lib— fore
it toured to high acclaim in
9
films.
every
erations.
high schools throughout the city.
night
¥ Just
¥ Blue Citrus Hearts — A
atSaturday
7:30
and
Call
Me
new locally producedfilm from
10p.m. a $5 A scenefromShow Me Love
Kade =A the MeDiA Co—op about the dis—
Needingmore fulfillment?
Sidi
and
up
dona—
documen—
tancing of relationships and the
Wanting more. changes inyourfife?" ~
tion
is_ requested
for tary about Kade Farlow Collins, building
of new ones as these
——Havingdifficulty infiguring out the problem?
admission...and,
yes,
we
have
high school students come closer
Considering therapy to get you on track?
popcorn.
_
to accepting and expressing them—
The
Memphis
Digital
Arts
Co—
selves. A story about how
operative
(MeDiA Co—op) is a
Genuine and Caring Therapist focusing on:
nonprofit
or—
«Relationships» Depression/Anxiety + Abuse Issues
ganization
lo—
* Goal and Motivational Coaching
cated
in
the
basement
of
; Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW 757—7706
First
Congre—
g a t i 0 n aat1
Masters Level Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Church
1000TheS. Coo—
per.
vari—of
ous
goals
"theorganiza—"
“teénage'
tion
range
from offering
cheap/free
educationfilm—on
a lw ay s —
digital
making, co—
operative
collaboration
on film projects, a
a 16 year—old FTM (female—to—
male transgendered person) resid—
ing in Tucson, Ariz. Kade‘s
relentparents maintain a supportive and less the truth is.
nurturing
¥ Junk Box Warrior — Based
relation— on a poem of the same title, Junk
ship to Box Warrior is a brilliant mesh
Kade re— of spoken word and black and
garding white images over a haunting
the many soundtrack. Written by and star—
c had — ring trans slam poet Marcus Rene
tenges Van, this film explores the alien—
E facing ation, frustration and fear of not
<the 1.3. ‘fitting into. socuetys gender bi—
nary.
ch ild:
¥ Tongues Untied — This is
However, the acclaimed account of Black
it hasn‘t gay life by Emmy Award—win—
ning director Marlon Riggs. Us—
be en ing poetry, personal testimony,
easy.
rap and performance, Tongues
¥ A Untied describes the homophobia
A scene from Just Call Me Kade
Kiss in and racism that confront Black
yearly film fes— The Snow — "Enchanting and gay men.
tival, and Saturday Night tender. The story of two boys who
Arthouse Film screenings.
love each other, yet never find the
The schedule for the Pride
right moment to express their month screenings:
love, it‘s a mini—masterpiece... A
Sat., June 7
Film Descriptions
Kiss in the Snow suggests that
7:30
p.m.
— Show Me Love
¥ Show Me Love — A beauti— Frank Mosvold is a director to
10
p.m.
— Iron Ladies
watch."
—
ful Swedish
Gay Times
Film about
two young
Sat, June 14
(UK)
¥ Get
girls, Elin and
7:30 p.m. — Junk Box Warrior,
Real — A Just Call Me Kade and A Kiss in
Agnes, who
story fol— the Snow
find them—
Lo w i ng
selves as they
10 p.m. — Get Real
Steven, a
find
each
16 year—
other. On a
Sat. June 21
orl
En—
dare Elin, the
glish high
" p o p u la r
7:30 p.m. — Surviving Friendly
school stu— Fire
girl," kisses
dent who
Agnes, the
10 p.m. — Blue Citrus Hearts
has identi—
"nerd," to see
fied as gay
if she is really
Sat., June 28
for years,
a lesbian and
7:30 p.m. — Tongues Untied
and John,
both of their A scene from Tongues —Untied
10 p.m. — Wild Reeds
the coolest
lives
are
jock in the school. Stephen is sur—
transformed.
¥ Iron Ladies — The true prised one day to find his feeling
story of a Thai male volleyball for John returned, but becomes
team that won the national cham— increasingly frustrated as John in—
pionship in 1996 with a team con— sists on keeping their relationship
sisting mostly of gay men, drag in the closet.
¥ Surviving Friendly Fire —
queens, transsexuals and one
In 1992, 70 homeless youths of
traight guy.
¥ Wild Reeds — A Story various racial, cultural and sexual

corm

MeDiA Co—op‘s

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s only Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
for yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $20
mailed First Class, discreetly,
so you don‘t have to wait for the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

STATE _____ ZIP

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485
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Happy Retirement to Bettye Wray!
On Sun., May 11, Madison
Flame bid a fond farewell to its
most venerable bartender Bettye
Wray. A great time was had by all
— hopefully most of all by Bettye
who didn‘t have to serve or clean
up!
Pictured here are some of the
folks who made the night
menorable. Photos by Ranetta
Jackson

©
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E reaame _

"Hound Cake
treats are
divine.

Would

you really
expect me to
fetch for

FR

any thing
tess"

louie‘

;

f

The French Pug

acoso ia cl

no ot veo

Hand made treats

Dog art, unusual toys

Special occasion cakes

Stylish clothing & hats

Barkday Bones

Funky beds & blankets,

Barkday Cakes

Caol Dishes & Bowls

Natural dog food

Crazy collars and leashes

_

_

Everydoggy‘s

About

the

New

Barkin‘.

Dog

Bakery!

|

__Bettye Wray

,
Hooker and Nic

| Postrics & Porofurndtisfor the Pooch

Alma and Vicky

247

S.

Cooper

in

Midtown

tot the intersection of Cooper & Peohody)

901—276—4041

I like this sandwich."
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Tenille

WKNO

to

Feature

Gay

and

During June WKNO/Channel

political ramifications of their

10 will offer a variety of histori—

choices. "Daddy and Papa" airs

cal, informative and entertainment

Tues., June 3, at 9 p.m.
Castle hosts a new musical enter—

Six programs, including the

tainment special celebrating the

Memphis—made movie £li Parker‘s

work of Liberace. Filmed at the

Getting Married? will be shown at

Liberace Museum in Las Vegas,

various times June 1—18.

the program contains many vintage

The program line—up is as fol—
lows:

clips, new interviews and a "duet"
the magic of television editing.

American Family — Thirty years

Legendary Liberace airts Fri., June

ago, television history was made

6, at 10:30 p.m.

with the PBS documentary series

P.O.V "Brother Outsider" —
During his 60 years as an activist

eldest son, inspired and shocked a

organizer

generation of viewers as the first

Bayard Rustin formulated many of

openly gay character on TV. This

the strategies that propelled the

and

American civil rights movement.

eventful life and recent death of this

His passionate belief in Ghandi‘s

hero of the gay liberation move—

philosophy of nonviolence drew

ment and examines a life of quiet

Martin Luther King, Jr and other

inspiration that speaks volumes

leaders to him in the 1940s and

about pop culture, sexuality, fame

‘50s; his practice of those beliefs

and family. The program airs Sun.,

drew the attention of the FBI and

June 1, at 11 p.m.

police. But his open homosexual—

Independent Lens "Daddy &

ity forced him to remain in the

Papa" — This program looks at a

background, marking him again

new definition of family — the

«and again as a "brother outsider."

growing number of gay men who

P.O.V "Brother Outsider" airs

are making the decision to become

Sun., June 8, at 10:30 p.m.

dads. Told through four different

P.O.V. "Flag Wars" — The

stories, it shows gay fathers as they

politics and pain of gentrification
is told in an emotional story0of how

explores the personal, cultural and

weigh c od
is being transformed as white gay

a historicallyblack

~

l

—

MASSAGE

—

Ne

z

‘

through as he prepares to walk
down the aisle, but his groomsmen
decide his wedding day is the pre—
fect opportunity to get revenge. Eli
Parker airs on Wed., June 18, at
8:30 p.m.

troublemaker,

program offers an inside look at the

faceboth routine and extraordinary
ﬁwém} enve ‘sOf
parenthood,andit

June

AvailablefromAlyson Books
Also available at Bookstar, Barnes and Noble, Borders
and at online bookstores

_

American Family. Lance Loud, the

on Tues., June 17, at 9 p.m.
Eli Parker‘s Getting Married?
—This independent film was pro—
duced, directed and written
Memphian Mark Jones. Eli Parker
thinks his prankster days are

in

Coming June 8

with Jo Ann Castle created through

Lance Loud! A Death in an

Pride Programming

home—buyers are moving in, inter—
ested in restoring the magnificent
old homes. A candid and unvar—
nished portrait ofprivilege, poverty
and local politics taking place all
over the country, "Flag Wars" airs

Legendary Liberace — Jo Ann

programming for and about the
Gay and lesbian community.

Lesbian

®

NATIONALLY CERTIFlED MASSAGE THERAPIST

l e‘s back. Once a Roman officer rejected as a lover by Jesus of Nazareth, now a

vampire still haunted by Jesus after two millenia of grisly revenge in monasteries
around the world, Victor Decimus returns to his home town, the Eternal City of
Rome. At the Monastery of San Benedetto, "Brother Victor" continues his campaign of defiance
against the Christian God, while remaining near his first love, whose apparitions have never ceased.
Meanwhxle, across the oceanin a small Kansas town, the gentle, sensuous artist Paul Lewis sees
strange visions of a shadowy vampire. When he is hired to illuminate a new manuscript of the
gospels undertaken by the monks of San Benedetto, Paul goes to Rome and falls in love with the
bold Brother Victor. Sensing danger in this handsome visitor, Victor resists his attraction to Paul
until the young artist witnesses Victor committing murder. Unwilling to destroy Paul, Victor
transforms him into his vampire thrall. In a limbo between the living and the undead, Paul may
choose full life as a vampire, but not without a price: the release of his beloved Victor to the Dark
Kingdom and his own solitary existence for two hundred years as stalker of the night. Complicat—
ing this choice, the strange force that caused Paul‘s early visions, now aims to turn Paul against his
vampire creator. And Victor must defeat this powerful opponent before it is too late.
Purchase Vampire Thrall at a
Book Signing with Michael Schiefelbein .

761—7977 —
BY APPOINTMENT

IN/OUT CALLS

Sun., June 8, 2—4 p.m. at the

~GIFT CERTIFICATES

Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center, 892 S. Cooper
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Get Set ... BID!
The 16th annual
Auction Against AIDS

Mark Your CalendarsFor
Sunday, June 22,
at 3 p.m. at Hardin Hall
Memphis Botanic Gardens
$20 General Admission

With over 300
items to bid on,
there‘s
"Something
For Every.
|
Taste,
Something
Hundredsanticipate
Auction atoneofthethestartoftheLive
bestevents in towr.
The auction is sponsoredinpart by Rooter Man, The
Dabney Nursery, Agourean Pharmaceuticals, R.P. Tracks,
Bradford W. CollierInteriorDesign andStatscript Pharmacy
Anyone making a donation of an item valued
at or more will receive 2 tickets to the
auction party, just call Butch Valentine
at Fricads For Life, (9801) 272—0855.
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The Community Corner
By Jason Crockett
last week of June.
Pride Week Events
A Note on Hiétory
Sun., June 1, 2—6 p.m. — Dedication of the
June is Gay Pride Month. There is much
debate within the gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered (GLBT) communities as to what
‘Pride" means, and how (or whether) we should
celebrate it. It is often looked at as a time for
fun, a time for profit, and a time for political or
social action, among other
things. But I want to briefly
mention an aspect that is
often overlooked: Pride is a
time to look back on where
we‘ ve come from, a time to
reflect on the past. Although
October is the "official" Gay
and Lesbian History Month,
Gay Pride also has its roots
in history.
A gay bar called the

— police
StonewallInnwasraidedby
during the last week—

end of June in 1969. Little
more than a dive at the time,
Stonewall now holds an im—
portant place in GLBT his—
tory. During the bar raid drag queens, butches,
hustlers and other patrons were thrown out of
the bar. A few were arrested. Such raids were
not unusual during that time, but instead of ev—
eryone quietly slipping away, a crowd gathered
to support those being arrested. As emotions
rose, the crowd became a mob, which sur—
rounded the building. Reinforcements arrived
to rescue the police trapped inside, but the crowd
continued to grow. The resulting riots and pro—
tests lasted on and off for weeks. In the after—
math, GayLiberation Front organizations were,
formed across the country. Although other or—
ganizations had worked towards acceptance for.
gays before, Stonewall was the impetus for the
modern gay civil rights movement as we know
it today.
So it is fitting that this month we have sev—
eral events going on in the GLBT community
of Memphis in which we are "looking back."
Vincent Astor has acted as historian for several
local organizations, and June 1st his efforts will
be recognized through the dedication of the
community archives collection housed at the
MGLCC.
Then, Friday, June 6, Outflix will be show—
ing the movie Stonewall, a fictionalized account
of the events surrounding the Stonewall riots.
The next day will be Memphis Pride 2003,
and appropriately this year the theme is "10
Years of Pride."
o
That Sunday MGLCC will be having its
Grand Opening festivities, with past MGLCC
board members invited to attend as special
guests.
Towards the end of the month, the Lesbian
and Gay Coaltion for Justice will be sponsor:
ing a viewing and discussion of the movies Be—
fore Stonewall and After Stonewall. More
information on these events can be found in the
schedule below.

MGLCC Elections
MGLCC will be holding its elections dur—
ing the Annual Meeting on Sun., July 13. Those
~ interested in running for office should send a
letter of interest to the Nominating Committee
of MGLCC no later than June 15. Letters may
be delivered by hand or sent to: Nominating
Committee c/o MGLCC, P.O. Box 41074,
Memphis, TN 38174. The Nominating
Committee‘s recommendations will be placed
on the listserve and website no later than the

Vincent Astor Community Archives.
Monday, June 2, 6—9 p.m. — Art Show
Opening Reception (the exhibition will be on
display each evening for the remainder of the
week).
Thursday, June 5, 6—9 p.m. — Spaghetti Din—
ner ($5 per plate).
Friday, June 6, 7 p.m. —
Outflix—sponsored Movie
Night showing of Stonewall.
Saturday, June 7, 2—9 p.m.
— We encourage everyone
to come out and celebrate at
the Memphis Pride 2003 Pa—
rade and Festival in Overton
Park.
Sunday, June 8, 2—6 p.m.
— MGLCC Grand Opening
festivities, with past officers
of MGLCC as our special
guests. Michael Schiefelbein,
a past MGLCC President,
6
will be there signing his new
book from 2—4 p.m.

MGLCC Schedule
June 22, 2—4 p.m. — MGLCC Board of Di—
rectors Meeting.
June 21, 6 p.m. — June Potluck Dinner &
Birthday Bash.
June 28, 6 p.m. — Before Stonewall and
After Stonewall Movie viewing and discussion
(sponsored by the Lesbian and Gay Coalition
for Justice).
f
"July 45 Picnic‘(further detailsTBA). °
July 13, 2—4 p.m. — MGLCC Annual Meet—
ing & Elections.
Center Meetings
Gay and Lesbian Atheists and Humanists —
Third Sunday at 2 p.m. (June 15).
GLBT Book Club — Third Thursday at 7
p.m. (June 19).
Live and Let Live on Cooper Street — Sat—
urdays at 6 p.m.
Motley Blue — Every other Friday at 8:30
p.m. (June 13 and 27).
:
Plus Support Group — Mondays at 7:30 p.m.
2xLambda
Monday, June 2nd, 6 p.m. — MGLCC Art
Show Opening Reception.
Wednesday, June 4, 7p.m. — Movie Night
(location TBA).
Saturday, June 7 — Memphis Pride 2003
(replaces Second Sunday Social).
Friday, June 27, 7 p.m. — Fourth Friday Fun,
"Discover Downtown."
Call RJ at 223—3331 for more info.
Life in the Median
No schedule available at deadline.
Call Len at 857—8523 for more info.
All events take place at the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community Center, 892 S. Coo—
per, unless otherwise noted. MGLCC open
hours are Thursday—Saturday from 6—10 p.m.
and Sunday 1—5 p.m. For more informationon
the activities listed here,join the listserve at http:/
iIgroups.yahoo.com/group/mglec/ or call the
Gay Switchboard at 278—4297(GAYS). The
switchboard is answered live during open hours
and has a computerized information service
available at other times.

Ten Years of Pride Parades
not enough space to list them all,
bitching.
joint chairs Astor and the late McLean to Madison to the festi—
nor the many sponsors and sup—
What it takes is love of our
Dennis Kijowski in 1995. The
val behind the businesses at
= porters who have made it pos—
hard—won freedoms, it takes com—
Pride was celebrated back as
"Party With a Purpose" started in Madison and Cooper. Grand mar—
sible.
mitment to the ideal which is
early as 1976 with a picnic in
Overton Park and ended with a shals were LaPaula Turner and
It isn‘t money that makes a GLBT Pride and it could take the
Overton Park that was covered by
newly expanded Pride Festival in — Jim Maynard.
person help produce a Pride cel—
faces of a thousand happy young
Gaiety newspaper. The first of the garage at Madison and
In 2000, Chairs Daniel Forrest
ebration. Pride has always been
people or the face of just one per—
Willett. Kijowski‘s vision for
several marches was organized
and Katie Heistand planned an
an all—volunteer organization. It‘s
son who has finally been con—
beginning in 1980 by
:<
event themed
hot, sweaty, intricate labor. It en—
vinced that he or she is neither
the Memphis Gay
"Color Me Hu—
tails diplomacy which would
alone, nor perverted, nor damned.
Coalition. That same
man—Color Me
qualify for the United Nations. It
So, let‘s go have a parade. And
year the Gay Pride
Proud—Color Me
reaps a little praise and a lot of be gay.
River Ride was first
Equal." Sched—
held; it continued for
uled in June to
20 years. Marchers
go from Madi— :
%
(BSSIG,
Take Pictures?
first used the side—
son and Cooper
walks along Cooper
to Williamson
Share them with us!
from Peabody Park to
Park, an emer—
Overton Park where a
gency postpone—
rally was staged at
ment changed
the Overton Park
both the festival
Shell. The marches
site and the
HYPNOTHERAPY
lost popularity and
route. July 15,
* Stop Smoking
were discontinued,
2000, is remem—
* Weight Loss / Eating Disorders
but a picnic and the
bered as the hot— —
* Memory and Study Skills
River Ride became
test day‘"Pride
* Stress and Anxiety
photo of the 1995 GayPride Parade showing randMars/ra/w/h was ever cel—
annual events.
* Sexual Dysfunction
Harrington who was celebratinghis 50thyearas an "out"gayman.
* PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
GayFest, a larger—
ebrated in Mem——
scale festival, was
phis winding
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
begun in 1987 by the Coalition Pride created the festival which down Poplar from Avalon to Coo—
* Individual Therapy
and was held in 1988, 1989 and
is still a fixture of Pride celebra—
per and back down Madison to
* Group Therapy
tions.
Gay Veterans
Jim
1990. The Memphis Gay and Les—
Morrison and the festival. Karen
* Adolescent Therapy
bian Community Center began its
Harrington and Kijowski lead the
Borth and Arnold and Myrna
Send your pictures to:
* Marriage & Family Therapy
Gay Expo in 1990 and has con—
parade as grand marshals and the Drake were selected as grand
TJN
tinued holding Pride events ever
1995 bandana was seen every—
Office Hours by Appointment
marshals.
P.O. Box 11485
Insurance Accepted
since.
where.
In 2001, the parade moved to
Memphis, TN 38111
Kijowski kept the chair along Riverside Drive, was held on a
The 1993 March on Washing—
Eric Cassius, LPC, CHT
or e—mail to
with Andy Cain for a "Bigger Friday evening and ended with a
ton became a catalyst for new ac—
815 Mt. Moriah Road
tivism. John Prowett returned to— Party, More Purpose" event in rally sponsored by the Lesbian
memphisTJN@aol.com
Memphis after the march, ob—
1996. The parade was led by and Gay Coalition for Justice be—
685—5491
tained a large number of flags MAGY (Memphis Area Gay
side the river. The festival moved
Digital Photos
caish@aol.com
from Washington and organized
Youth) and attendance grew.
to the next day (Saturday) and
Especially Welcome!
a Memphis march in June. A car State Senator Steve Cohen ad— back indoors at the Mid—South
full of pioneers who had seen
dressed the GLBT community at Coliseum. The theme was "2001
many of the toughest years of gay
the festival. Dennis Kijowski died
Our Pride Odyssey." Grand mar—
liberation rode in the lead from due to AIDS—related complica—
shals were Royce Wright, BJ
Overton Park to Peabody Park.
tions in the fall and Carol Molder,
Hefner and Jimmy Gray. Chairs
The rally was held in the pouring
then treasurer, organized the elec—
were Katie Heistand and Kay
rain at the gazebo at the end. The tion of new officers in early 1997.
Mills.
time was ripe. In the autumn of
New innovations for "Cel—
In 2002, Kay Mills and Katie
that year, Memphis Pride, Inc.,
ebrating Generations of Pride" in—
Heistand again chaired "Step Up
began organizing and spun off cluded the first appearance of the and Step Out" which was the
from its roots in MGLCC. The huge rainbow flag (still carried in shortest parade in Pride history.
state charter was received in June
the parade). Tim Sampson was in—
The festival returned to the
of 1994.
vited to be grand marshal and a
Overton Park Shell and the pa—
The 1994 event is significant variety of age groups rode on the rade left the park, went one block
as it was the first event planned
lead float. The T—shirt from that down Poplar and came back in.
If you haven‘t been to Integrity lat
as a parade. The rationale was
year was one of the most popular A high—profile prizefight at the
that some people will come to a in the history of Pride. Chairs Pyramid and ensuing security is—
march but everybody loves a pa—
were Chet Overstreet and George sues were responsible for the ab—
rade. There were no formal offic— Ettinger.
breviated
parade.
Grand
ers elected until the charter was
The route was reversed in Marshals were Vincent Astor and
received in June: the committee
1998. "Unity in Community" Ed Hammett.
chair was Vincent Astor, secre—
stepped off from Madison and
Kay Mills and Patricia Pair
tary John Prowett and treasurer Willett and returned the festival have the helm for 2003‘ s "A De—
Tommy Simmons. All three of to the Overton Park Shell. The cade of Pride." Once again, the
these individuals would figure in Picasso—esque logo is perhaps festival will be at the Overton
other Pride celebrations. It was a Memphis Pride‘s most memo—
Park Shell. The parade will be—
long route, all the way from rable logo. The grand marshals gin at Madison and Cooper and
Madison and McNeil to Peabody
were Susan MacKenzie and Vir—
turn down Tucker to end at the
and Cooper. The first theme, "To—
ginia Stallworth. This marked the
main entrance to Overton Park.
gether With Pride" was printed on first appearance of the Lavender
There will be no individual
a souvenir bandana. Meristem Pages and the chair was George
grand marshals this year, but
and friends lead the parade as the Ettinger.
those who have served on Pride
first honorary grand marshals.
In 1999, Chairs Daniel Forrest boards will have places on the
Since then, grand marshals have and Carol Molder began the use
lead float. This will include many
been selected for either personal
of the bridge logo still used by
individuals that have worked dili—
community service or as a trib—
Memphis Pride, Inc. The theme
gently, especially during the days
ute. Live music was featured at was "Building Community One right before the event, to bring the
the rally.
Step at the Time." The route huge events that make up Pride
Another milestone came under wound fromOverton Park down to the community. There is really
By Vincent Astor

\X/ou haven‘t been to Integrity. Check
e meet on the third Tuesday of eve
E
Integrity Memphis
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
901.725.7256

CLUB NIGHT
Sat., June 21

levi—leather club

Pumping Station » 1382 Poplar
SHOW YOUR LEATHER!
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NOW ITS DARK...

PMS Benefit for The Flamingos
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SPECIALTY VIDEO RENTALS
831 S. COOPER + MEMPHIS, TN 38104
12—10 Sun—Thur

12—12 Fri—Sat

A capacity crowd looks on.

The Flamingo
(pink, ofcourse)

Serving car
for 13 years! Please call
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Office (901) 278—4380
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STEVE SOLOMON

Living

"Put me in,

Coach/f”)

Shayla andFriend

k

Word

Gay & Lesbian
Christian

Church

Switchboard
A Powerful Place to Belong

278—4297
A place to relate, a place to
grow, a place where you
can build relationships that
last a lifetime...2a powerful
place to belong.

24 Hours a Day

Computer Voice—Mail and
Live Operator Information for
vemphjs-area Gay Clubs, Organization
Counselors, Nightclubs, Restaurants
and more!

2489 Broad Avenue
Memphis, TN 381 12
901—452—6272
(AdjaceAt to the Post Office)

A service ofthe
Memphis Gay &

Services:
Sunday

10AM and 6PM

also Wednesday at 7PM

Published as a public service by the 7Hangle Journa/News.
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~
Friends For Life Readies for 16th
Annual Auction Against AIDS
On your mark ... get set ... and get
ready to bid in Friends For Life‘s 16th
Annual Auction Against AIDS. This so—
cial event of the season is set for Sun.,
. June 22, beginning at 3 p.m. in Hardin
Hall at the Memphis Botanic Gardens.
The Swingin‘ Summer Auction Party
features both a silent auction and a live
auction with more than 350 items going.
to the highest bidder.
"In this time of economic concern;, it
is amazing the generosity people have
had for Friends For Life in making do—
nations to the auction and the sponsors
we have this year," said Butch Valen—
tine, auction co—chair and director of spe—
cial events at Friends For Life.
"It amazes me the room they have in
their hearts for us.
"Now, hopefully we‘ll get generous
bidders to the auction because the money
raised will. help support many important
programs in the community," he added.
According to Valentine, this year‘s
auction committee has been hard at work
"trolling for treasures" and said he ex—
pects there to be more than 350 items up
for bid.
"Whether you wear denim or mink,
drink champagne or beer; there‘s some—

thing for every taste and something for
every budget," he continued.
~ At the present time, the value of items
range in price from $14 for.two passes
to the Children‘s Museum of Memphis
in the silent auction to $6,400 for two
round—trip, first—class airline tickets to
Anchorage, Alaska, in the live auction.
This year‘s auction is being held in
memory of Greg Gadomski, who lost his
battle with cancer this past March.
"Greg‘s heart was 10 times bigger
than his stature," Valentine said. "He
made donations to the auction last year,
has hosted numerous A Place At The
Table parties through the years, attended
events and buried many friends as a re—
sult of AIDS—related complications."
Admission to the Swingin‘ Summer
Auction Party is $20, which includes
complimentary wine and vodka cock—
tails, as well as light snacks. However,
anyone making a donation of an
item with a value of $40 or more will
receive two complimentary tickets to the
auction. To make a donation, call Val—
entine at Friends For Life at (901)
272—0855.
"Those who enjoy frenzied bidding
are welcome," Valentine concluded.

..Personal ads are afree servicesto our readers — Please limit them to 30 words
or less. We request that ads be submitted in writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will
generally run one time only, but may be resubmitted each month. Mail to Tri—
angle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—mail them to
memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explicit may be edited.
GWM, 47, 61", 161 seeking other GWMs
45—50, slim for friendship in Gibson Co. area.
I enjoy too many things to mention. Call me
at 855—4255 if interested. Ask for Bobby.
Please no fems, fats or DGs. Please do not
call after 9 p.m.
30 y/o good—looking GWM needs well—
endowed men, any age or race who love
great oral. Midtown area. Write me at R.
Carter, 144 N Belvedere, Apt.8, Memphis,
TN 38104. Serious only, please. Le me show
you how it‘s done.
Professional, dominant, GWM, 39, into
spanking, bondage, shaving, endless sex,
toys and more. I enjoy casino gambling,
shooting pool and fine dining. ISO obedient
18—22 Y/O0 GWM smooth body—with boyish
looks and mannerism about 140 Ibs. No fats,
femmes or drag queens, no diseases. Skinny
a plus. Serious inquiries only, please. Mr.
Paul 870—0457.
Transexual (male—to—female) seeks to
build social circle of sympathetic women for
freindship only to facilitate my medical gen—
der transition and psychological counseling.
Age, race, ethnicity, religion and sexual ori—
entation open. Serious inquiries, please.
Joanna (901) 272—3278
I‘d like to meet a gay female between
35—50 years old. I am a soft femme. I‘d like to

meet a female with a good sense of humor
who can make me laugh, intellect, likes to
travel, go dancing, plays, poetry, art, have
their days free, like the outdoors. If this is
you then e—mail me attedjds @ belisouth.net
Hopeful Romantic —Attractive, intelli—
gent, romantic, youthful thirty—something,
GWM (5°6",145, dark blond).
Interests
include progressive/left politics, alterna—
tive music, science fiction, fitness, working
out. ISO gay or bimales with similar inter—
ests for dating, possible relationship with
right person. E—mail soloflexboy @
hotmail.com
GWM — Age 47,6‘ 1", 278 lbs, brown
eyes, brownhair. I like.watching TV and |
tike to cook. Would like to meet
between the ages of 47—55 for friendship
and/or long term relationship. Send mail to
Lewis Lee, P. O. Box 41, Kenton, TN
38233
or
e—mail
me
at
LilGayBoyTn69@aol.com (subject) Lewis.
Mature GWM furry artist into movies,
theatre, music seeking other furry GWMs
40—60 for friendship and possible LTR.
Seeking our Ark., Tenn., Miss., Ala. as well
as European immigrants. Call 870—732—
2755. Ask for John or write John P:, 1701
N. Avalon St., Apt. 128, West Memphis,
Ark. 72301.

On the left is a beautifully detailed fringed
throw with matchingpillow, from Pillows and
More. Theyhave a value of$310. Nextto that
The bow!on top is a classic WaterfordCrystal! is a colorful, handmade, hand—paintedItalian
Bow! donated by Babcock Gifts. The other vase, donated by Mimi Delacroix priced at
bow! is Italian, donated by Vance Boyd only $145. Next to that is a floral theme tole
Antiques. Ithas silverbands on the ends and planter, from The Garden District, for $300
hasnude figurines. (It‘s Italian! Whatelse can andinside itis an eye—catching rosepillowfor
$175 from Thames on S. Main St. Also from
1 say?) Both are valuedat $250,
Thames is a fusedglassplatterforonly $50.

Every2" & 4" Monday, from 6
to 8 p.m., folks who are HIV—

positive* can gather to socialize
and enjoy a cupof coffee.
For more info and tocation,

From L—R, 1) a Carved Tiger‘s Eye Ring, circa
1930s, unisex, from Victorian Pages, value
$50,2) Men‘s 1CDiamondClusterRing, from
DavidPoindexter, $1,800; 3) Lapis Ringfrom
Collectanea, with beautiful specks of gold,
unisex, $800, with free resizing; 4) From
Collectanea, C Diamond, FG color, V V S,
unisex, free resizing, $1,100; 5) Another one
from Victorian Pages, abeautifu/ Jade
necklace, $120.

call (901) 272—0855

The yellowportions you will see are stained
glass, but the back is sealed. Someone with
handy hands couldunsealthe backandhave
itlighted, butitis so attractive as itis. Donated
byBroom Corn Fabrics on S. Cooper, ithas a
value of$400 andthis wonderfulpiece can be
yours ifyou are the most generous bidderat
the 16th annualAuction Against AIDS.
#

* OPENONLYTO

|
For Life‘s prograsys avefumiedt In poot
| Ay ihe United Way ofthe Mid
South and The City
I afMemphis. This programfunded in part by

The ﬁnest
cup‘s.
onu5‘

MMAIWFM
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Lesbian

Notions

by Paula Martinac

Where Are Our Allies?
Progressive gay people, myself number of gay groups rushed to
denounce the remarks as racially
included, have long argued that ho—
insensitive. Notable among the pro—
mophobia does not occur in isola—
testers were the moderate Human
tion from other types of oppression.
Rights
Campaign (HRC) and the
We‘ve advocated forming alliances
conservative Log Cabin Republi—
with other social movements across
cans
(LCR)
——
two
barriers like race, class and gender.
accommodationist
groups
not
But what happens if we put our—
known for making connections
selves on the line for others, then
with other movements, and often
find we‘re facing our own
firestorms pretty much alone» The taken to task by the gay left for fail—
ing to do so.
offensive public remarks of U.S.
For HRC and LCR to repudiate
Sen. Trent Lott (R—Miss.) earlier
Lott‘s
remarks was a. political
this—year_ about segregation and
more recently of U:S:Sen.Rick gamble After all, Lott, who beSantorum (R—Pa.) about homosexu—
tion, was unlikely to be influenced
ality underline this conundrum.
In January, when Lott waxed by what any gay leaders had to say.
At the same time, their statements
nostalgic about the 1948 presiden—
against the powerful senator could
tial campaign of former U.S. Sen.
have backfired and been used
Strom Thurmond (R—S.C.), who
ran on a segregationist platform, a against them by other Republicans

had Lott not been pressured to re—
sign his leadership post.
Now Santorum, the third—rank—
ing Republican senator, has shown
his particular brand of bigotry —
in his recent interview with the As—
sociated Press, he grouped homo—
sexuality with "man on child" and
"man on dog" sexual relations and
maintained that gay people have no
rights to engage in private consen—
sual sex. Once again, gay groups,
along with a handful of gay—sup—
portive politicians from both par—
ties and a host of newspaper
editorial departments, have spoken
out against the remarks.
But the silence of non—gay civil
rights groups on Santorum is dis—
appointing. The headlines in the
media tell a lonely story —
"Santorum Angers Gay—Rights

rRlDAU)

Groups" and "Gay Groups Urge
GOP to Remove Santorum" — as
if gay people are the only ones to
take offense. Some media analysts
have quickly picked up on the fact
that the gay community — unlike
the black community, when Lott
made his blunder — does not have
the political clout to oust Santorum
from leadership.
What we needed in this case was
for other civil rights groups, par—
ticularly black organizations and
leaders, to stand with us. Only
Philadelphia Mayor John Street (D)
made a public statement, calling
Santorum‘s comments "offensive
to a lot of people." Street, who has
himself gotten flak for making ho—
mophobic comments in the past,
added that the senator "ought to
find a way to clean it up."
Where is presidential candidate
Al Sharpton? Where is Jesse Jack—
son? The only other prominent Af—
rican American I‘ ve seen quoted so
far on the Santorum brouhaha is
David Almasi, the director of
Project 21, a group of right—wing
black leaders. Almasi maintains
that equating Santorum‘s com—
ments with Lott‘s is just "petty
politics," because homosexuality
"is something that people are
choosing to do" and not a basis for
civil rights protections.
Why all this silence? First, there
is still significant homophobia in
black communities — especially
among clergy members, who con—
tinue to misread "gay" as "white"
and "elite." Tragically, the antigay
rhetoric of some ministers — who
wield a lot of influence in their
communities has led to the sup—
pression of information about how
HIV/AIDS is spread. Today, more

than 50 percent of new HIV infec—
tions are among African Ameri—
cans, who comprise only about 12
percent of the U.S. population.
But the silence from black lead—
ers on Santorum is partly our own
doing. The largest gay organiza—
tions have been dominated by
middle—class white directors and
boards, who set agendas that may
not have much to do with the needs
of non—white queers. And, with the
exception of the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, none of our
national groups have made a sus—
tained effort at antiracist work or
at forging alliances with black
communities. Simply stepping for—
ward to chastise Lott, then, would
never have been enough to make
up for years of acting as if "gay"
does, indeed, imply "white."
The national gay movement,
however, is doing work that could
help make coalition building more
reciprocal. Recently, HRC received
a grant to fund an outreach program
to students at historically black
colleges; the aims include training
young black gay leaders and broad—
ening education efforts on HIV/
AIDS among blacks. In launching
this program, HRC is backing up
its condemnation of Lott‘s com—
ments with concrete attempts to
change the leadership and goals of
the gay movement. And if we con—
tinue to pursue these kinds of genu—
ine efforts, we may not be so alone
against the Santorums of the future.
Paula Martinac is a Lambda
Literary Award—winning author of
seven books and editor in chief of
Q Syndicate. She can be reached
care of this publication or at
PMcolumn@aol.com.
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Health Officials Warn of HIV

(AP) are—
BaySANAreaFRANCISCO
health officials
warninginfection
gay menisthatthe
rate of
HIV
high
among
those using
crystal
methamphet—
amine,
also
known
as. speed,
the rave party and club
circuit.on
Some
city health
professionals
have
concluded
that
rampantis use
ofthe
drug
among
gaymen
fu—
eling
behavior
that
leads
to
the
spread
ofhaveHIV.all sorts oflevels of
"We
evidence,"
saidFrancisco‘s
Dr. Jeffrey
Klausner,
ofSan
De—
partment
of
Public
Health,
"and
it‘s all pointing
in themeth
sameepi—di—
rection:
The
crystal
demic
is playing sexual
an important
role
in
increasing
riskto new
be—
haviors,
and
that
is
leading
HIVTheandSanSTDFrancisco
infections."
— reported
Chronicle
May
4
that
health
ex—of
perts
estimate
up
to
40
percent
gay mencrystal
in Sanmeth,
Francisco
have
tried
commonly
known
asa city
speed.Health Department
And
study conducted
last
year alsoof
found
that
25
to
30
percent
newlylocalHIVclinic
infected
patientsusingat
one
reported
crystal meth within the prev1ous
six months.
San—Francisco off1c1als are
planning a televised City Hall dis—
cussion on meth use.
A meeting was held in ‘April
\
in Sacramento wherethe some of
the state‘s top AIDS and HIV pre—

gasp
s\

vention officials in the state came
to a dismal conclusion: Gay men
in California who use meth are
twice as likely to be HIV—positive
than those who don‘t use meth.
The reasons for the increase in
the drug‘s use haven‘t shocked
those who follow its use. It‘s
cheap, as little as $30 for users to
get high for several days. Meth
is also easy to get in most large
cities.
Some health professionals
who monitor the health and
lifestyles of gay men said meth,
or speed, fits like a glove with the
fast—paced party life style of many
Bay Area homosexuals.
"It‘s the perfect drug for gay
men," said Michael Siever, direc—
tor of the Stonewall Project, a
speed recovery program for gay
men at UC San Francisco. "What
else allows you to party all night
long whether you‘re dancing or
having sex? ... at least, at first —
before it becomes a problem."
Illicit makers of the drug have
figured out how to manufacture
it cheaply and in mass quantities.
Dr. Grant Colfax said gay
meth use is a two—pronged prob—
lem.
°
"We have a dual epidemic —
aspeéed epidemic and an HIV epi—
demicthat are both increasing,"
Colfax said.
Colfax is the director of HIV
: prevention studies with the San.
© Francisco Department oF Public
Health, and worries about how

Tennessee

Infections Among Gay Meth Users

much higher use of the drug can
go.
In California, one study found
that among the gay and bisexual
men tested in 2001 and 2002 at
publicly funded clinics, 7.1 per—
cent of meth users were HIV posi—
tive, compared to 3.7 percent of
~ those who didn‘t use meth.

Tests of the 63,098 gay and bi—
sexual men found that 10.5 per—
cent, or 6,637 men, reported meth
use.
Researchers also found that
condom use was lower among
gay men who use speed.
Colfax said that not all gay
men using meth become addicts,

You
You

but he notes that even the occa—
sional user puts himself at seri—
ous risk for contracting HIV.
He‘d like to see a collection of
complimentary programs such as
treatment, counseling, and pre—
vention tailor—made to the occa—
sional meth user.
_
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Programs Release Report
»
on 2002 Hate Incidents —
NEWYORK—OnApr.
25,the lication because it relies on law group
as a function of better con—
National
Coalition
of
Anti—Vio—
nectionsbetweenyoungpeople
andas
enforcementreportsofsuchcrimes
lencePrograms
(NCAVP)released
anti—violence
programs,
as
well
rather
than
victim
service
organi—
its annual reportgay men,
on violence
zation
data.
theincreasedvisibility
andempow—
againstlesbians,
bisexual
Overall,NCAVP‘s
report
notes
erment
of
young
LGBT
people,
peopleandtransgenderindividuals.
a
small
increase
of
1
percent
in
re—
ratherthan
an
actual
rise
in
attacks
The
report
examines
data
com—
portedincidentsofanti—LGBT
vio—
on
young
people.
f the
piled
from
more
than
1,900
hate—
lence.
At
the
same
time,
the
total
The
report
also
highlighted
related
incidents
in country:
12 citiesChi—
and from
number2,189
of victims
rose3
percent,in continuing
increase
in assaultsrise(+1in
regions
across
the
in
2001
to
2,254
percent),
with
a
significant
cago,Cleveland,Colorado,Colum—
2002.
Interestingly,
the number
of the
number(+10of assaults
involving
bus,
OH,
Connecticut,
Houston,
offenders
fell
5
percent,
possibly
weapons
percent).
Conse—
Los
Angeles,
Massachusetts,
indicating
a
decrease
in
the
level
quently,
thenumberofvictims
sus—3
Michigan,
Minnesota,
New
York
of
gang—type
or
youth
initiation
taining
injuries
continued
to
rise
City
and SanFrancisco.
Additional
violence targeting
LGBT people, sustaining
percent, withthenumberofvictims
information
was
received
from
according
to
NCAVP.
serious injuries rising 5
Pennsylvania.
percent.
Despite
the
possible
fall
in
NCAVP‘s
report is theofvio—
most tacks,incidentreportsfrom
gang—type and initiation—fueled
at— discrimination,
"This reportdetails
ayearofthe
complete
such
examination
victims
harassment
andin
lence—againstLGBT
people.
Each
aged
18
and
undergrew
ata
shock—
brutality
facedby
LGBTpeople
year, thehatecrimes,which
FBI publishesits‘ownre:
*ing—rate.
of 164thepercent.
While
not thecountry,"
12communitiessaidClarencePatton,
andregionsacross
porton
includes
underplaying
problem
of
vio—
anti—LGBTincidents,
but itconsis—
lencereportwas
againstyoungLGBTpeople,
«NCAVP‘s
acting executive
direc—re—
tently
contains
information
on
far
the
careful
tocharacter—
tor.
"
Additionally,
this
year‘s
fewer cases than the NCAVP pub— ize the rise in reports from this port has important information j]
about anti—LGBT
violenceandexperi—
enced
by
young
people
unfor—
tunately,
werecognize
thatthough
reportit‘sis thestillmost
extensiveof
itsofthiswhat
kind,
only
a snapshot
types
of
violence
CONTENT people across the country areLGBT
truly
experiencing,"
said
Patton.
"This reportcontinue
illustratesto bethatunder
our
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Supreme Court Justice: Gay Rights
Cases on the Increase
is still andealing
By AnnePress
GearanWriter Court
withoccu—
the willO‘Connor
predictedabout
her court
Associated
legacy
ofrace,
issue
that
confront
questions
civilthe
piedthecourtsformuchofthe20th
libertiesandlaw
enforcementin
WASHINGTON
(AP)—Legal
century,
0‘Connortoldhigh school waron
terrorism, butsuggested the
students.
cases
involvingtherights
andtreat—
highcourtmaynotjumponthefirst
ment of gay
peopleCourt
are onJustice
the in— everything
"Idon‘tknow
thatwe‘ve
solved
Sept."These
1 1—related
case
it sees. their
crease,
Supreme
on
the
race
issue
yet,"
issues
are
working
SandraDayaO‘ConnorsaidMay
1, wehaven‘t,
O‘Connorsaid.
"Wewehavehaveto know
way
throughthecourtsystem,"and
suggesting
major
new
focus
for
because
cases
the
Supreme
Courtloweroftencourtswaitsviewto
the
nation‘s
courts
in
the
21st
at
the
court
this
term
dealing
with
see
how
several
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century.
affirmative action in highereduca—
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Another Court Ruling Challenges
Canada‘s Ban Against Same—sex Marriage
VANCOUVER, British Colum—
bia (AP) _ A British Colombia ap—
peals court ruled May 1 that
Canada‘s ban on homosexual thar—
riage is discriminatory and told the
government to change the law.
The ruling, which overturned a
lower court decision that marriage
should be restricted to heterosexu—
als, was the latest court challenge

to the federal ban.
The government said it was
studying the opinion and had not
yet decided whether to appeal.
The three—judge panel ordered
the federal government to change
the law by July 12, 2004 to allow
same—sex marriages. Otherwise, the
court said it would rewrite the le—
gal definition of marriage on its
own to read "the lawful union of
two persons to the exclusion of all
others" — as opposed to the union
of man and woman.
Courts in two other provinces —
Quebec and Ontario — also have

ruled in favor of same—sex marriage
rights, but Thursday‘s decision was
the first by an appellate court to do
so. The federal government is ap—
pealing the Quebec and Ontario
decisions.
'
Michael Martens, a spokesman
for Focus on the Family, a group
opposed to same—sex marriage,
called the ruling disappointing and
said the federal government should
debate the matter.
"Marriage is a social institution,
institutions are not about rights,
they‘re about serving society, and
marriage does a very good job of
that," Martens said. "No other re—
lationship provides the unique ben—
efits that marriage does for kids, for
the parents themselves and for
people who aren‘t married."
Two years ago, British Colom—
bia Supreme Court Justice Ian
Pitfield ruled against same—sex
marriages, saying marriage in a le—
gal sense referred to the union of

couples of the opposite sex.
Pitfield acknowledged the legal
ban on same—sex marriages vio—
lated constitutional rights in
Canada, but ruled the restriction
was justified.
The appellate ruling May 1 said
contravening constitutional rights
on the issue "cannot be justified in
contemporary Canadian society."
Courts have not given enough
consideration to the increased so—
cietal acceptance of homosexual—
ity, the appellate judges said.
"This evolution cannot be ig—
nored," the appeals court said.
"Civil marriage should adapt to
contemporary notions of marriage
as an institution in a society which
recognizes the rights of homo—
sexual persons to nondiscrimina—
tory treatment."
Some of the same—sex couples
involved in the case have lived to—
gether for 30 years and have chil—
dren.

A Canadian provincial appeals court ruled on May 1 that laws banning
same—sexmarriages were discriminatoryandgave Ottawajust overayear
to change them. In this April 30, photo, Canadian Justice Minister Martin
Cauchon (R) is surroundedbyschoolchildren as they tourParliament
FHttf,~
in Ottawa. Cauchon asked a parliamentary committesin November to
considerlegalizinggaymarriage orcreate a new ‘civilunion‘category that
wouldrecognize same—sex unions.
Photo by Jim Young

Doctor Testifies That Gay Activist Could Have Survived Stabbing
Ross testified that Stephens‘
§ SCRANTON Pa. (AP) — A during the argument, only to have
wounds appeared self—inflicted.
«Pierson
take
it
and
stab
Stephens
gay activist
o..was=fatally ~
Defense attorney Nanda Palissery
stabbedwould hkely have survived repeatedly, according to the police
said he disagreed and will address
his injury if his lover, who is — affidavit. Stephens said he eventu—
the
issue at trial.
ally
grabbed
the
knife
and
stabbed
charged wtth klllmg him, would:
. Stephens told police he got out, .
f
about itrightaway, .Pierson,investigatorssaid....._._.._.._.
a doctor testified.
Kenneth Stephens Jr., 21, of
Wilkes—Barre, initially told police
he was stabbed in histruck during
an argument Jan. 28. He said —
Michael Pierson, 40, a health edu—
cator active in the gay community,
had fled.
Pierson, who was stabbed once
in the chest, remained missing un—
til his body was found six weeks
later in a pond at the Glenmaura
National Golf Club in Moosic.
It probably took Pierson 20 to
As other denominations.
30 minutes to die, but it‘s possible
he could have lived up to three
tell you, "No,"
more hours, Dr. Gary Ross, a pa—
thologist, testified at Stephens‘ pre—
we continue to proclaim
liminary hearing. District Justice
Alyce Hailstone Farrell of Scranton
a joyous "YES!"
bound over a singlecount of crimi—
nal homicide to Lackawanna
County Court.
Police said Stephens was
First Congregational
"afraid" of going to jail and did not
tell police he stabbed Pierson until
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
Pierson‘s body was found March
12.
Stephens has claimed self—de—
An Open and Affirming Church
fense. In an interview March 13,
celebrating the image of God in every person
Stephens told police he had pulled
out a pocket knife to quiet Pierson
and the sacred value ofevery human life

of the vehicle after the fight and
called 911. When police arrived,
Stephens did not tell police Pierson
was stabbed. They issued a warrant
for Pierson‘s arrest.

Friends of Pierson, a‘Red Cross
HIV/AIDS educator and vice presi—
dent of the local Pride social group,
said the couple broke up a few days
before he disappeared.

Memphis‘ Fun Card & Gift Shop
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553 S. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
—~(901) 728—6535
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Come In and Join
Our Video Club

in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!

Mon.—Sat. 10 a.m.—6 p.m. * Sun. 1—6 p.m.

1000 South Cooper

,

Worship Sundays at 10:30

Classes at 9: 30 a.m.

www.firstcongo.com
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players, has agreed to do a special
all—star version of the cutthroat re—
Deep Inside
ality TV game show where contes—
tants vote one another out of their
Lord ofthe Flies—like tribes. CurJly—
haired soccer hunk Ethan Zohn is
aWOULLWVUWOOD
also scheduled for the special, as
is the Australian season‘s evil—
by Romeo San Vicente
vixen—turned—Playboy—playmate,
Jerry Manthey. But I‘ m hoping big
nellie Brandon Quinton from Sur—
screens this fall with its straight— vivor: Africa will be on the list of
Be—Cumming the Mask
faced satire of Christian teen peer . final 16 players as well. The eighth
Fresh off his role as the ethereal —
pressure. Donnie Darko star and (can you believe it?) installment of
Nightcrawler in X2, out Brit actor
indie It Girl Jena Malone — who the show is set to air on CBS in
Alan Cumming is set to star in Son
recently spoke openly about her spring 2004.
of the Mask, a sequel to the smash
lesbian mom to super—hip Index
1994 Jim Carrey hit. Neither
magazine — plays a Baptist high
Carrey nor Cameron Diaz will be
It Takes a Village
school student impregnated by her
back for this one, in which
gay boyfriend. And that‘s just for
Romeo
would do just about any—
Cumming plays the supernatural
thing
to
avoid
hearing the song
starters.
Working
the
flipside
of
her
figure Loki, whose magical ancient
"YMCA"
again,
but in the new
A—Walk
to
Remember
character,
mask falls into the hands of a baby.
Mandy Moore is a devoutly mean Miramax—backed Australian com—
With the mask, the baby is able to
girl out to make Jena repent. Add a edy You Can‘t Stop the Murders,
shape—shift, and the villainous Loki‘
who‘ s—who«cast: of— interesting someone takes his own Village:
will stop atnothing to get his prized
young actors like Patrick Fugit, People vendetta a little too far. The
possession back: Along for the ride
Heather: Matarazzo and Macaulay movie, recently screened at the
is cute WB reality—showstar and
very funny comedian Jamie Culkin; some cool grown—ups like Cannes Film Festival andalready
playing inits home country, is
Kennedy, playing an aspiring car— Mary—Louise Parker and, yes,
Valerie
Bertinelli;
and
you
can
al—
about a serial killer who targets his
toonist who, through a series of
most
smell
the
born—again
protests.
victims based on their respective
humorous circumstances, has to
take care of the baby. Son of the
Mask shifts into theaters next sum—
mer.

Hatch Is Back

Gay nudist—slash—millionaire
Richard Hatch — who became a
household name after being
Michael Stipe
crowned the first Survivorcham—
Gets Saved
pion — is sagging back to a TV
Out prodhcer Michael Stipe‘s : screen near you. Hatch, along with
movie Saved will baptize movie an array of other past Survivor

Village Person occupations. Hey,
wasn‘t that the plot of Cruising?
Director Anthony Mir told Reuters
that the film‘s goal is "to put the
fun back into homicide."

Fangs Very Much, Elton
Elton John is heading back to
the Great White Way, but instead

of scoring an Egyptian queen, he‘s
going for a sexy vampire. With his
longtime collaborator, Bernie
Taupin, John is writing the music
and lyrics for a musical based on
Anne Rice‘s "Vampire Chronicles"
fiction series. Joining in the pro—
duction is Warner Brothers Theatre
Ventures, which made two of
Rice‘s novels — Interview with the
Vampire and Queen ofthe Damned
— into feature films. The musical
will focus on Lestat, Rice‘s char—
ismatic, tortured, and sexually am—
biguous antihero (who was, of
course, played by Tom Cruise in
Interview). Taupin and John have
said they don‘t want to make a rock
opera and will avoid the classic
gothic "I vant to suck your blood"
shtick in favor of a more realistic
portrayal of the character. The
show should hit Broadway in 2005.
ChoHits the Road
Margaret Cho has made a name
for herself with her concert films,
but her next movie will actually be
a scripted feature. Cho will star in
Bam Bam and Celeste, a road—trip
comedy about a Korean—American
woman traveling to New York with
her best friend, a black gay man,
to opena beauty salon. OK, so it‘s
not exactly an acting stretch, but
Cho is writing the script as well.
Bam Bam is being produced by the
newly minted, New York—based
Salty Pictures, co—founded by Eva

Kolodner, who produced Boys
Don‘t Cry. Lorene Machado, who
produced I‘m the One That I Want
and directed Notorious C.H.O.,
will make her narrative—film direct—
ing debut.
Oh So Trendy
I‘m pretty sure he didn‘t get a
letter of recommendation from
Anna Nicole Smith, but it looks
like overly fabulous interior de—
signer Bobby Trendy may be get—
ting his own reality show. With the
help of Weller Grossman Produc—
tions, Trendy, the breakout star of
*The Anna Nicole Show, is shopping
around a series in which he‘ll in—
teract with regular folks looking to
solve their decorating problems.
Trendy told The Hollywood Re—
porter that his philosophy of deco—
rating is to "go over the top and
have fun with our spaces." The
show would also takeviewers be—
hind the scenes in Trendy‘s per—
sonal life to see what makes him
tick. Weller Grossman is no —
stranger to reality TV or to sissy
designers; the team produced
Christopher Lowell‘ first show for
the Discovery Channel years ago.
Romeo San Vicente always en—
joys the company ofa Macho Man,
even ifhe has to go to the YMCA to
gethim.:Hecanbe—reached care of
this
publication
or"at
Write2Romeo@yahoo.com.
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ABOUT

BOOKS

by Guest Reviewer Bryan Shuck

‘The Other Side of What
urge to aggravate the nerve. This
Guest Reviewer: Bryan Shuck
has less to do with treading water
(waiting for the climactic a—ha‘!)
The Other Side of What defies
than with stitching the much—im—
the typicality ofgay fiction (an portant past to the present.
AIDS—stricken character eked past
The focus is on Matthew, a
my cliché—dar) and is a competent 20—something gay man whomoves
meditation on some of life‘s per—
away from his small—town home to
plexities. This is an honest story,
Memphis, in order to experience
one that sheds its shell early on and
life on his own. The big city seems
exposes bare flesh. There are times to hold his interest as he bounces
when. author Shannon Yarbrough
around looking for the right soil in
peels back that flesh but resists the which to cozy his roots.(The book

s' |
i mi rag thing
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« TOTAL HAIR & NAIL CARE

is as much a stylized mosaic of
Memphis life as it is a study of the
human condition.)
Matthew is experienced with
life, and with life‘s pains, but he is
open to possibility still. There are
times when you
feel his uncer—
tainty, his rest—
lessness, and
his lack of
awareness.
There are times
when you sus—
* FUDGE ©NiIGXIN — PAUL MITCHELL — RUSK » SEBASTIAN —
pect Matthew
isn‘t
being
completely
honest with
you, and bravo
pARELE
to Yarbrough‘s
n
I
admission of
é
man‘s knack for
premeditated
fraudulence,
and for not
marinating his
characters in
their
own
bumbling naivete.
=~... Maithewsfriends, are a col—
"orful bunch —wily, flamboyant
(WOMEN'S RicHts * Raciat Equauty * Gay Rights N Jacob; muted, artsy Zo; mysterious,
HIV—positive Vance. — and are
* Repropuctive Ricnts * Envizonmentat Protection
very affecting on Matthew, but re—
e Nonviotence "* Genper Equauty * Worker‘s RicHts
main chained to the fence through
*HUMAN RIGHTS
much of the story. They do break
loose, nearly simultaneously, and
If any of these issues are important to you and you
the reality of their deceit takes a toll
want to become an active vehicle for change, join the
on Matthew, already bewildered by
the strangeness of his friends‘ be—
WOMEN‘S ACTION COALITION
haviors. There is quite a bit of trick—
ery going on behind dear
WAC meetings are held every second and fourth Sunday night
‘Matthews
back, which he doesn‘ t
at 6:30 PM at First Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper,
truly
see
until
after the perpetrators
_ Memphis,TN 38104 (park in the back off Blythe)
confess. Matthew, like many real
4
Ir YOU,.HAVE ANY.QUESTIONS, E—MAIL AMULLNS 1 @memPHIS.EDU
people, does not suspect his friends
"of any wrongdoing even though
— Advertising space donatedasapublic service ofthe Triangle JournalNews
they are his only source of human
interaction. Ironically, Matthew is
distracted by his quest for truth.
when the truth is under his nose.
The most intriguing (aw,
shucks, magnetic) character is
Matthew‘s long—lost mute brother,
Ethan. His appearance occurs later
in the story, but we uncondition—
ally accept him not for his handi—
Mon., June 2
cap, but for his vulnerability and
compassion. Matthew dreams of
Ethan, recalls unsettling memories
Mon., June 16
of him, and eventually decides to
make contact with him (Ethan is off
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
at a special school in St. Louis).
When Ethan comes to Memphis to
St. John‘s United Methodist Church
visit, Matthews world is flipped—
(Peabody & Bellevue)
flopped and many a love triangle
Feast for Friends is a service of Friends For life for the HIV
revealed. Matthew essentially feels
infected and affected community including people living with HIV or AIDS, their friends,
bad about not seeing his brother for
caregivers, family and friends. While the dinner is free, those who are able are re—
so long, but Ethan, we learn, has
quested to make a donation to offset expenses.
been getting along, getting it on,
Advertising space donated as a public service ofthe Triangle Journal News
just fine. There are a few nuanced

thienda fone

sexual implications between the of age. While it includes elements
brothers that Yarbrough insists is of both, Yarbrough‘s chief inspi—
unintentional. Call me crazy, but ration is southern literature. Most
tantalizing about
something about sign—
The Other Side of
ing sexual requests is
What is not the
strangely exciting. (I
questions it raises
wonder how you sign
— Is life merely an
"Oh, God I‘m gonna
exercise in futility?
___" anyway.)
Is it the nature of
‘The story unfolds
man (or men) to
and unfolds and unfolds
deceive? How
— it is quite a work of
much of the past is
literary origami. Even—
true, and did it re—
tually, Yarbrough disil—
ally happen the
lusions his characters
way I remember?
with the truth (albeit
— but the thought—
they are eerily compla—
cent about the revela— Shannon Yarbrough, ful scenarios in
tions) authorofThe Other Side which it tests the
relevance of know—
and, of What
in the end, they ing the answers.
Yarbrough is a St. Louis—area
are empowered.
A notable writer—author (formerly of Mem—
scene at a train phis) who spends his days in retail
station, where management. Writing is an escape
Matthew and for him as he does not see himself
Ethan reunite af— being a full—time writer.
"I wrote this book for myself,"
ter several years,
brings to mind Yarbrough said in a recent inter—
the hazy, magi— view. "I always said, ‘If I ever see
cal images from my name on a book in a bookstore,
Polar Express. I will have done everything in life
The snow is fall— I ever wanted to do.""
~ Since the story encompasses
ing outside the
station, undis— several gay characters, there is the
turbed on the possibility of it not appealing to the _
ground, while masses.
s¢It just happens to. be a story
Matthew waits..
inside, toiling Wit,”
with a flurry of Yarbrough said. "I‘m more com—
his own emo— fortable writing for a gay audience
tions, and inadequacies. Just. as because :I know that audience.. The
people want to presentthemselves plot is something anyone can re—
as more than they are ona first date, late to."
The Other Side of What i
Matthew wants to present himself
to Ethan without the failures of his available this mont!
e or at www.xlibris.com.
past. When the train pulls into the
station, disturbing the snow—cover,
A version of this article origi—
Matthew is overtaken by his hap—
piness of seeing Ethan. He is able nally ran in The Montage, the stu—
to shed his worries, apropos the dent—run newspaper at St. Louis
past, and live the present. If only Community College at Meramec in
‘we could all do that. Carpe diem. Kirkwood, Mo. Bryan Shuck is an
It is not so easy to pigeonhole award—winning journalist and is
this story as soul—search or coming currently writinghis first novel.
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Events
of
r
Calenda
Journal
e
The Triangl
@Feast
for
Friends
—
Friends
For Life — St.Church
John‘s—
United
Methodist
03
20
E
N
JU
(901) 272—0855
— 6pm
*Jackson
Lambda
Support
WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
Group — Jackson, TN — Davis—
Kidd Conference Room — 6pm
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
&
TUESDAYS
f
6pm
—
Worship
&
Mall)
of Faith — Bible Study
Mandarin House (Park Place
— Wang‘s
*Open Heart Community
PriceBreast
«Di Anne with
Wednesday,June4th _
Cancer — Support Group — YWCA (766 South _ «CarolPlunk
Celebration — North End ofFirst Congregational (1000 South «Lesbians
— One More — 7pm
Highland)
—
7pm
Coooper) — (901) 323—3514 — Jam— Sunday School and Holy
—
FirstWednesday
*DartTournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
ChurchChurch — (901) 320—9376 —
Community
TrinityService
*Holy
Outing — Movie Night —
*Karaoke
Night
—
Metro
—
10pm
Worship
& Children‘s
Location TBA — (901) 223—
HTCCMemphis@aol.com — 9:45am andSchool,
11am Café
|_ Congo, and *Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm
3331 — 7pm
Congregational Church — Sunday
*First
WEDNESDAYS
Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and
Thursday, June 5th
«Dart
Tournament
—
The
Jungle
—
7:30pm
10:30am
«Carol
Plunk Band — Adam‘s
8pm
—
Crossroads
—
Night
Dance
— Country
Round—Up
»Midtown
«Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service — (901)
Mark
Hotel — 5pm
your tats and piercings for specials —
Nite ——Show
& MetalStation
_
— 9:30am &Church
10:45am— Morning and EveningWorship *InkPumping
@MGLCC
Spaghetti Dinner —
All Day
Christian
*LivingWord
Community
Services — (901) 452—6272—10amand6pm
South Cooper)Center
— (901)(892278—
THURSDAYS
4297 — —6pm
— HolyTrinity Community Church — (901)
Squares
Pickin‘
Cotton
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
PFLAG
Prescott Church —
$
7:30pm
—
438—2427
«Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786
—
6pm
(901)
761—1444
— 7pm
Tournament
—
J—Wag‘s
—
8pm
Church — Fellowship Dinner & Christian Life Study and *Dart
«Prescott
*@Neo—SoulNight — Karaoke—Center
Paragon
— 10pm
Friday, June 6th
Discussion — (901) 327—8479 — 6pm
&
6:45pm
Talent
—
Entertainment
eAllusions
Church — Fellowship Supper and Bible *Star Karaoke — Crossroads — 10pm Search Night — 10pm
presented
by(892
Outflix
Community
«HolyTrinity
—
Community
Center
_*Living
Study — (901)
320—9376
—
6pm
&
7pm
*Amateur
Show
—
Metro
—
11:30pm
ch —Worship Service — (901) 276—0577
South Cooper) — (901) 278—
— 7pm Wo isti
4297 — 7pm
FRIDAYS
«Open Heart Community of Faith — "A Course in Miracles" —
Massto GLBTs
with Special
278—
(901)
—
Congo Films — First Congregational Church
Invitation
—7pm
St.
Study Group — North End ofFirst Congregational (1000 South *First
6786 — 7pm & 9pm
Patrick‘s
Cathedral
—
Cooper) — (901) 323—3514 — 7:30pm
*Di Anne Price — Ciclo — 8pm
Karaoke
— One More— Crossroads
— 8pm — 8pm
Saturday, June 7th
SUNDAYS
*Pool
Tournament
GLBTPride Day
*Tea Dance&— Sisters
Metro BowlingLeague
— 4pm
Entertainment
Center
—
Ladies
Night
—
10pm
«Memphis
Parade
Center — eAllusions
— Cordova Bowling
*Brothers
*Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
Festival —Pride
Overton
Park&Shell —
— 6pm
MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com
or
722—5236
(901)
*Drag
Show
—
Backstreet
—
Midnight
2pm — Second Sunday
*Pool
— Pumping
Station— 7pm— 6pm
*2xLambda
*AfterTournament
Park Set Sundays
— Paragon
SATURDAYS
(Moved to Saturday) —
*Sissy Bingo —Crossroads — 8pm
Church — (901) 327—0438 Social
Congregational
First
—
USA
Fire
«Camp
Pride
Festival
*QueerAs
Folk
—
Metro
—
9pm
or CampFireMemphis@yahoo.com— Community
— 10am Center (892 South 3331 — 2pm — (901)f 223—
*Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
on Cooper— Street
Live 278—4297
and Let— (901)
Live
«First Saturday Club — First
«Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm
Cooper)
6pm
Congregational Church —
«Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
MONDAYS
(901)
278—6786
— 2pmCo—op —
Tournament — J—Wag‘sCenter
— 8pm— Supershows — 10:30pm &
*Show
MeLove
—
MeDIA
*Plus Support Group — Community Center (892 South Cooper) — @Pool
Entertainment
«Allusions
First Congo ArthouseTheatre
(901)
278—4297
—
7:30pm
12:15am
*Pool
Tournament
—
TheJungle
—
7:30pm
— 7:30pm
*Saturday Night Bounce Night & Cabaret Show — Paragon — Mid—
«Iron
Ladies
— MeDIA
Co—op
—
«Dart Tournament — Pumping Station — 7:30pm
night
First
Congo
Arthouse
Theatre
Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
*Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight & Jam
— 10pm
.
Sunday, June 8th
Larry Timmerman
Bill Johns
@MGLCC
Grand Opening
Worship
Service
Festivities
— Community
11:00AM
Antique UHMarebouse Mall .
Center
(892
South Cooper) —
Wednesday
Night
(901)
278—4297
— 2pm
2563 SummerAvenue
Stud
¥
«Carol
Plunk
—
One
MoreCoali—
— 5pm
7:00PM
Memphis, TN 38112
«WAC
(Women‘s
Action
tion)
(901)323—0600
Church— First
— 1000Congregational
South Cooper —
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
amullns@memphis.edu
—
Members ofAmerican
Cut
Glass
Association
6:30pm
We Buy and Sell Estates
Calendar Listings in Bold type take place at
GLBT venues or are specifically
GLBT—related
Calendar Listings in Non—bold type take place at
GLBT—friendly venues or are of interest
to the GLBT community

le — First Congre—
wurch — (901) 278—
‘pm

Saturday, June 14th
Flag Day
*Just Call Me Kade/A Kiss in the
Snow — MeDIA Co—op — First
Congo Arthouse Theatre —
7:30pm
«Out Tonight II — A Cabaret —
TheatreWorks — (901) 722—
9302 — 8pm
*Get Real— MeDIA Co—op — First
Congo Arthouse Theatre —

ay, June 12th
‘ther — Support
GLBT Parents —
ty Community
901) 320—9376 —

y, June 13th
t II — A Cabaret —
»rks — (901) 722—
.
m

10pm
Memphis Bears Club Night —
Pumping Station — 10pm

Sunday, June 15th
Father‘s Day
Ad & Copy Deadlinefor the
July 2003 TJN
*GALAH (Gay & Lesbian
Atheists and Humanists) —
Community Center (892
South Cooper) — (901) 327—
2677 or
MemphisGALAH@yahoo.com
— 2pm

f

901—278—6673

© 901—278—MORE

Deadline for Submissions to the
‘Nominating Committee —

Community Center (892

Monday, June 16th
*Feast for Friends — Hosted by Friends For Life — St.
John‘s United Methodist Church — (901) 272—0855
— 6pm

South Cooper) — (901) 278—
4297

e — Community:
2 South Cooper) —
—4297 — 8:30pm

asinesses and
Points of Interest
s Home
Playhouse

2117 Peabody

=

Front Street

for Life
ute
2
se on the Square

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8..
9.
10.
11.
12.

2nd Street
3rd Street
4th Street

Clubs and Restaurants
Backstreet
Bogie‘s Delicatessen
Crossroads
J—Wag‘s
Lorenz
Madison Flame
Mélange*
Metro Memphis
One More
P & H Cafe*
Paragon Lounge
Pumping Station

13. The Jungle

§
ks
1<> \

‘Dann
\
esas

ps

Interstate

* Gay Supportive

240

ve

C3

g:

aan

Calvary Episcopal Church — (901) 278—8915 or
(901) 374—9484 — 6:30pm, 7pm, & 7:45pm

mam
nes

Wednesday, June18th
«HIV/AIDS Support Group — Jonesboro — 7pm
Carol Plunk — One More — 7pm
$

e=
Thursday, June 19th
«Carol Plunk — Center for Southern Folklore —
11:30am .
*Gay & Lesbian Book Club — Norma! by Amy Bloom
— Community Center (892 South Cooper) — (901) —
680—9218 or (901) 278—4297 — 7pm

&

—

e

Tuesday, June 17th
*AIDS Consortium Meeting — United Way Building
(Union Avenue) — 11:30am
*Integrity Worship, Dinner, and Program $8 —

=

yesss
«40°
z

First Day ofSummer
Submissions deadlinefor theJuly 2003 Out &

Bellevue

About Calendar — tincalendargirl@yahoo.com
or (901) 268—4675
Image — TG/TS Social & Support Group —
Holy Trinity Community Church —
~

im

MmorW
@MGLCC June Birthday Party Community Center
(892 South Cooper) — (901) 278—4297 — 6pm
«Surviving Friendly Fire — MeDIA Co—op — First
Congo Arthouse Theatre — 7:30pm
*Blue Citrus Hearts — MeDIA Co—op — First Congo
Arthouse Theatre — 10pm
*Tsarus Club Night — Pumping Station — 10pm

Cleveland St.
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Sunday, June 22nd
eMGLCC Board Meeting — Community Center (892
South Cooper) — (901) 278—4297 — 2pm
«Carol Plunk — One More — 5pm
WAC (Women‘s Action Coalition) — First Congrega—
tional Church — 1000 South Cooper —
amullns@memphis.edu — 6:30pm
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Wednesday, June 25th
Carol Plunk — One More — 7pm
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Friday, June 27th
National HIV Testing Day
Celebrate by getting a test!
July 2003 TJNDue Out
*2xLambda — Fourth Friday Fun — "Discover Down—
town" — (901) 223—3331 — 7pm
*Motley Blue — Community Center (892 South
Cooper) — (901) 278—4297 — 8:30pm
Saturday, June 28th
Stonewall & After Stonewall — Sponsored by
LGC] — Community Center (892 South Cooper) —
(901) 278—4297 — 6pm
«Framed Youth — MeDIA Co—op — First Congo
Arthouse Theatre — 7:30pm
* Wild Reeds — MeDIA Co—op — First Congo Arthouse
Theatre — 10pm
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Mid—South Community Resources
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,

FamilyMag@aol.com, http://members.
aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink ©
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
memphisTJN@aol.com,
website:
www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ntique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
# 323—0600.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison #
726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workes, clients. # 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
# 725—0521.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
afpliance repair # 274—7011.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors,
Intimate Occasions, Lunch to Go,
BasketGrams & Everyday Services #
276—1935, email: griswrk@hotmail.com,
http:/www.webspawner.com/users/
girlswork/index.html.
>
Bob Hughes, EdD:—¥Yoga, relaxation &
‘ meditation classes # 682—0855.
Bonnie‘s
Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper,
# 726—1300.
&
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
ingreeting cards for lovers only «P.O. Box
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
Betty‘s: 806 South Cooper. # 274—5336.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. + 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings +2228 Central = 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
PetCare Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house
sitting by competent, caring couple #
+24—hrs.
726—6198.
&
"LINC: # 725—8895.
$~=%
‘Memphis Sexual Assault Resource Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
# Business: 377—1075, e—mail:
.— Center: = 272—2020
EnricaRamey@aol.com.
~ Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth TNT Painting:2 om Rowe & Trent Gatewood
# 568—9222.
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
PEER.
, Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
# 682—2170.
_ .
# 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National Vantek: Internet Services + Box 11187,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
goﬂfne: # (617)
(8—2am, Mon.—
e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net. —
at.).
f
www. TheFunStarts Now. com :
LEGAL SERVicEs
Professional magicians, live animals,
W329 C. Gulledge, Mom? at Law:
clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs,
1 Hwy 4 W, Senatobia, MS 38668 #
pony rides & illusionists—fund raisers
(662) 301—2014 or (662) 292—0823.
# 358—7258—Nicholas Toombs.
—David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
f
Union Ave=—274—6824. .
uss
sn'onga eveloper, oonsg
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law:200

# 788—4PLA (4752)
FINANCIAL SERVICES
*Memphis 38174—1803 # 726—4342, email: Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
onnie Bingham,
CPA: Taxes, accounting,
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com .
estate planning = 753—1413.
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
printed as a public service, and its listings
# 357—1921.
# 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305
are free. Agencies and businesses listed Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
# 458—0152.
herein have requested to be listed, but have
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs., 7 pm
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
not been charged. All phone numbers are
Holy Trintiy +685 S. Highland, Memphis _ James Bailey.
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
Transexuals Memphis: Support group for
38104 # 272—2116.
200 #818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
(* Indicates TJN distribution points.)
transexuals
(male
to
female)
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
4233.
#
272—3278
or
e—mail:
joannacamilla
ADULT BOOKSTORES
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor
@netzero.com
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
# 466—3588, website: www.lpl.com/
= 345—0657.
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114, Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082,
sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
Memphis 38174—1082.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
crpegues@aol.com.
washington@lpl.com.
# 744—7494.
f
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965, Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
:
FLORISTS
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
. Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
ashville,
TN
37203,
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, = 274—5767, 1—
38677 =
662—915—7049, email:
White Station — 683—9649
www.equalitytennessee.org.
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
Executive South® — 1847 E. Brooks Rd.
4F: Leather/Levi group +698 Pope Dr.,
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
= 345—0825
Bartlett 38112.
Fantasy Warehouse #4° — 2532 N. Watkins First Congregational Church: Worship UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
— # 358—8642
Service; Sun. 9 & 10:30 am, Wed. 6 pm ©
f
igita
otography
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
Videography. By Appointment # 377—
1000 South Cooper = 278—6786.
# 454—7765.
.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
7701
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
Summer = 323—2665.
Worship, 11 am +166 Poplar = 525— e$A®W
# 278—5002.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
5619.
:
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
# 396—9050.
service—resumes, thesis, manuscripts, etc.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
Rd
AIDS Service Organization + 1384
# 795—4308.
s
# 744—4518.
Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or
Printers Ink: Box 1 1485,—0485 # 454—141+:
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
# 278—AIDS.
RK Photo:Black &white photography,
# 373—5760.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship
processing & printing services. Full color
wa
Service: Sun. 9 & 11 am; Bible study:
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766 or
4
BARS / RESTAURANTS
I
Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland, Memphis
e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
ackstreet‘:
8
ourt
treet
Amun
38111
# 320—9876, e—mail:
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
= 276—5522.
office@holytrinitymemphis.org.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
# 272—0022.
irmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm +c/o Calvary
Quarter Suites)", 2144 Madison # 728—
* Gag & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
4000.
LB)T (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
# 525—6602.
Buns on the Run®: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
f
9 pm).
Jackson Lambda Support Group: neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
# 278—2867
—
3
Gala. Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
WAC
(Woman‘s
Action
Coalition):
PO
580
Memphis
Lambda
Center
#
901—427—1
classover: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
"for information.
$#
—
—
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
#
678—3339.
Living
Word
Christian
Church:
Worship
ossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276-8078. R
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm*
Crossroads H*:—111 N.. Claybrook
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.)..
2489
Broad
Aver
452—6272
COUNSELING SERVICES
#.274—8655.. .
—
;
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297

LﬂViﬂgﬁﬁlS (Services for HIV+ Women
ive Memphis!
istic Healing Center,
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison #.725—1909.
ir Children): Shelia Tankersley,
www.alivememphis.com, individual &
= porenz/AfterShock":+528Madison # 274>=>&~
P.O.
Box
3368,
Memphis,
TN
38173
#
Couples Therapy, EMDR, Radiant Heart
8272.
725—6730.
Therapy. # 372—2991, Susan Taranto;
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison
Memphis
Area
Gay
Youth
(MAGY):
PO
372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
# 278—9839.
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335— Eric Cassius, _L.P.C., C.H.T.:
e: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
c
A
—: MAGY ‘for info; website:www.geocities.
Hypnotherapy, Individual, ~Group;,
Metro
0od/177;
# 274—8010.
shiirsl
Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599. Memphis Bears Club: 1066 Wrenwood,
Sliding scale fee available. # 685—5491
Memphis 38122 = 323—4773, e—mail:
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
for appointment.
info@memphisbears.com, website: . Joel Ch
an, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper #
(6673).
8
www.memphisbears.com.
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways
844—4357.
Blvd.: #701. = 396—1969, 3727 South MmghisCenterforR oductive Health:
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett Place #
Memphis
Gay
&
Lesbian
Atheists
&
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
Humanists
(GALAH):
www.geocities.—
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove #
couples & family therapy.
com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown
320—0026
Memphis
ﬂy
&
Lesbian
Community
P & H Cafe®*: 1532 Madison Ave. >
location; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
Center (MGLCC): 892 S Cooper,
transgender; individuals, couples
# 274—9794.
Memphis
38104
#
278—4297.
Pumgin Station": 1382 Poplar ‘Ave.
# 527—1098.
# 272—7600
; Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
Justice
(MLGCJ):
Box
241363,Memphis
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
._ family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
38124
# 327—2677, email: Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
MS = 601—767—9500.
migc/@yahoo.com, www.geocities.com/
Psychological Counselor + Simmons,
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
migcj.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
¢ Memphis: Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
Ste 316 = 369—6050.
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist :
CARDS & GIFTS
* Box 111265, Memphis 38111
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
nz & Outz*: 553; Sout
cooper
# 32—PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@aol.com.
# 767—1066.
f
# 728—6535.
.
A Meat‘ s Mirror Image: TV/TS support group + c/o Sheridan
Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
Barbara Jean Jasen, Box 11052,
me Counseling, # 761—9178. |
at GGSGourmet.com
f
Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
—
Rh
Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES Mystic Krewe of Memphis United: — & Couples. oal—Oriented Gestalt &
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
‘s Cleaning
e: # 726—4211.
Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area
Open
Heart
Community
of
Faith:
North
# 745—3300.
# 757—7706.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial ‘or
end of First Congregational Church, 1000 Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW:
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
So1uth Cooper, Rev. John Gilmore # 323—
# 578—9107.
# 327—6165.
3514.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
Enhancement Coaching. + 5050 Poplar
COMMUNITY GROUPS
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
Ave., Suite 2400 # 844—6228. —
Alliance: Leather/levi club + Box 42174,
88187—2031 # 761—1444.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW:
Memphis 38174.
Counseling Individuals, Couples, Children,
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friendsfor Life). Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Ga
(P—FLAG):
Jackson,
TN
38305
& Families. Specialties: Trauma,
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
#
1—901—664—6614
for
information,
e—mail:
Addictions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371. _

Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): University of
Memphis, clo BGALA, 2522 Campus
Postal Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521,
e—mail: bgala@memphis.cc.edu, website:
www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala.

Scale. # 491—8632.

&

Southern Country
Memphis: Country — Kathryn T. Vuilo, PhD: Licensed Clinical
Western Dance Club.
Psychologist, LLC +8590 Farminton Blvd.,
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive
Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd.; Ste. 1,
Christian Church Sun. Service 6:30 p.m.,
Mphs. # 848—6666, www.inter—
meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
personalnet.com.
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
DENTAL SERVICES
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
illram N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist + 7
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,

North Cooper # 685—5008.
+

Jefferson Ave. # 529—8888.
3
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266
So. Front St., Ste. 206 = 527—7701.
‘Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.~~
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
_
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, # 728—4000.. —.
LODGING
adison
Tench Quarter Suites:
— # 523—8912. _
Hampton Inn‘ & Suites: 962 S. Shady
Grove, Group Sales—Events Coordinator:
E. Ryan Dougherty # 762—0056.
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis
# 722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
MASSAGE SERVICES _
se Company Guesthouse:
Relaxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
spor1‘ts massage. By appointment. # 377—
0
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Josegh: Full body stress.
relief = 353—443
&
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 761—7977.
MEDIA
Family & Friends:Free monthly magazine
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
—

W: 194

Looney: Ave. #

BrianClanton, The Carter Group: 1908
Exeter;Ste. 2, Germantown # 753—7222,
458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
# 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 377—1057.
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell &
Comma? S. Cooper # 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
TRAVEL _
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Member International Gay & Lesbian
Travel Association # 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
AT THESE LOCATIONS
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 726—5521..
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 3030 Poplar Ave. # 725—8800.
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Applications & Information available by email
at memphisprideparade@earthilink.net

2003 Pride Events sponsored in part by Backstreet .
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